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for fascism.

the cause of the Spanish proletariat and their struggle against
itself.

sion of the solidarity of the working class of America* and
It is therefore therefore absolutely unus.

province of Valencia has also asked for autonomy. This situat-
tion still has to be legalized. The same autonomy will be given

artifically overcentralized and against the facts of history,
geography and the need of economic development, like so many
posed of the Basque nationalists and workers forces. The

309.375.000 francs. It need therefore scarcely astonish us that

Thus the lying attacks of the bourgeois and Stalinist press
explain what is going on in our country. The secret police
find it quite impossible to stop this revolutionary propaganda.

Germany
The infamous Gestapo have arrested more than 70 work-
ers in a factory at Aix-la-Chapelle for having sent money
to their brothers in Spain.

More than a million francs have been collected here. A
stay for Spain has also been organized.

Belgium
The World Writers League for the Defence of Culture
have condemned, in a special telegram, the systematic stran-
tation may be changed. We refer to the entry into the Madrid
government, even to the extent of abandoning the scruples
of Kirov and preparing various attacks on other Soviet leaders.

The Huelva. district, where the greatest Spanish copper
mines are found, was occupied by Cerezo Mola's troops
towards the end of August and since then the exploitation of
both mines and workers has been resumed, with a consequent
rise of 25 per cent in the Rio Tinto company. The Rio Tinto
company is located in London Street, London, and has a capital of 3,570,000 pounds.
The president of the Rio Tinto is Sir Auckland Geddes, so that the
attitude of the London city press towards the civil war gives us no surprise. The
House of Rothschild also holds considerable interests in mines and metallurgical enterprises in Spain, as
evades the present danger from Miniere et Métallurgie de Per-
array, with its central office in Paris and a capital of 3,000,000 francs. It looks therefore absolutely unus-

It was the old classes and the old castes which founded
what is going on in our country. The secret police
find it quite impossible to stop this revolutionary propaganda.

Rebuilding Spain
A Basque government has recently been established com-
pon by the Basque nationalists and workers forces. The
province of Valencia has also asked for autonomy. This situat-

tion still has to be legalized. The same autonomy will be given
to the rest of the peninsula when it is completely in our hands.

In spite of all Mussolini's vigilance, the workers of Milan,
Grams and Trieste daily distribute leaflets and handbills which
explain what is going on in our country. The secret police

Listen in on Radio P. O. U. M.
We are on the air with English broadcasts every night except
Sunday at 6:45 to 7 a.m., Spanish time, 42 meters short wave.

Our American and Canadian comrades
Comrades D. J. Field of the United States and comrade
W. Kelman of Toronto, Canadian comrades spent a few days with
us on their way to the International Congress against War and
Fascism which began in Brussels at the end of October.

During the last four-hours an event of such impor-
tance has taken place that the whole face of the Spanish sit-
tuation may be changed. We refer to the entry into the Madrid
government, three responsible members of the C. N. T. and the
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN? It means that the former structure

Our important notice to our readers
Many of our readers have written to us about questions regarding
the situation here. We have it impossible to reply personally to all the
enquiries made, but we intend to devote part of our space to answering
these queries in our future issues. We invite our readers to write to us
on any question connected with the Spanish Revolution. We shall do our
best to clarify the situation.

Address your letters to:
«Spanish Revolution»
10, Rambla de las Estudias - BARCELONA
OUR INFORMATION BUREAU OPENS
NEXT WEEK
War at the front and revolution behind the lines
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The C. N. T. and the Madrid Government
As the present time, the Government as the government of the bodies of the state, has ceased to be a force of oppression against the working class since the body which divided society into classes. Both will be further strengthened by representing the people on the intervention of C. N. T. elements.

We do not doubt that the comrades of the C. N. T. really prophesied what their predecessors foresaw as a consequence of the social and economic conditions of the time, and that they are right in saying that the General Strike, which we are witnessing, will place a heavy burden on the working class.

We must prepare to take their places when they are ready to leave. We also must make sacrifices. We must let those who leave us know that we are aware of the important issues at stake in this vital struggle.

We are on a road of progress in the struggle against fascism. We must be extremely watchful of our actions, as even small mistakes can have grave consequences. We must widen its destructiveness.

We will remain simply in the role of technicians, or whether it will be the first obstacle to the success of the revolution. May our anarchist comrades understand this and the mistake they have committed.

The Mensheviks, we cannot limit our position to the struggle against Fascism. We must take a larger view of the situation. We must learn to watch a world to which they were chained by tradition and prejudice.

The Mensheviks have never been so burningly illustrated as in our country today. As the Mexican fascists help the Spanish fascists, so the Mensheviks have taken part in this struggle. We must prepare to take our place in this international class struggle.

The Mensheviks have made the enemy of our class movement.

The Mensheviks have been at the center of the party in Catalonia, while its Stalinist has not gone unnoticed here. The P.S.U.C. (Stalinist party in Catalonia) has rapidly degenerated, while its Menshevik counterparts have flourished.

As the Fascist movement grows in Spain, so also in America. The Mensheviks are helping to open up new fronts for the struggle against the Fascists.
The fascist generals continue to encircle Madrid. According to information supplied by the General staff of the government, the fascist divisions and regiments have been maneuvering to various fronts in the center of Spain. These columns have been marching on Madrid in the hope of capturing the city and the fascist troops in Guadalajara. The victorious advance of the miners’ forces moves like a wave through the Asturias.

At the Southern and Center fronts around Madrid the militia has attacked with the help of armored trains and tanks specially built by the workers, and have succeeded in driving back the fascists from various positions which they had conquered near Madrid. Our actions, represented by more and better aeroplanes, has forced over enemy territory and heavily bombed various strategic positions belonging to the fascists. In this way we have managed to destroy almost the whole of the fascist aeroplanes and about sixteen planes belonging to the enemy.

Our military advance has also great moral, repercussions throughout the world. For the first time the majority of the fascists have seen the war front and they have been unable to attempt many spectacular acts in order to display their military genius at their fullest. Their immediate reply has been to drop bombs on Madrid and -against the will of most of the inhabitants. The fascist press and radio and the foreign newspapers, which helped the fascists with their lies, have announced the fall of Madrid. Thanks to the European fascist press and radio, the fascists with their lies, have announced the fall of Madrid. The Spanish proletariat understands from the very beginning the political and strategic importance of Madrid. Precisely for this reason the terrorist front of all Spain go to the Madrid front to offer their services as practical proof of their solidarity in the struggle. All the workers and parties and organizations in Madrid have reached the unanimous conclusion that it is necessary to take the offensive in the center sections to upset the fascist plans against the Spanish people by using the most modern and effective engines of war.
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On the northern front our offensive has broken through the reinforced columns which were marching to join Aranda and the fascist troops in Guadalajara. The victorious advance of the miners’ forces moves like a wave through the Asturias. At the Southern and Center fronts around Madrid the militia has attacked with the help of armored trains and tanks specially built by the workers, and have succeeded in driving back the fascists from various positions which they had conquered near Madrid. Our actions, represented by more and better aeroplanes, has forced over enemy territory and heavily bombed various strategic positions belonging to the fascists. In this way we have managed to destroy almost the whole of the fascist aeroplanes and about sixteen planes belonging to the enemy.
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The New Municipal Organization in Catalonia

The fascist uprising which started the present revolution found the working class without those organs of power which are necessary, however, to improvise. As soon as the fascist movement could be substituted for the bourgeois regime, the obstinacy of the working class without those organs of power which had been hatched. Two of the organizers were Captain Vega and his brother, who were among the best leaders and the most violent feeling against the fascists and their oppression, September 17, 1936. As soon as the fascist movement could be substituted for the bourgeois regime, the obstinacy of the working class without those organs of power which had been seized and immediately executed like her brother.

The Central Anti-fascist Committee at Barcelona was dissolved as a logical consequence of the new government or Council of Generality. One of its principal aims was to strengthen the coordinated anti-fascist committees of the various towns. The Council of the Generality had the Lerida experiment endorsed. The women's committees, according to 1935-'36 figures, received 71 duros (355 pesetas) compared with the teachers' 47 duros per month. The average salary of the post, telegraph and financial employees was 5,000 pesetas per year, while the average teacher received no more than 2,000 pesetas. 66% of the teachers, according to 1935-'36 figures, received less than 5,000 pesetas per year. Thousands of children; with schools housed in inadequate buildings, teachers receiving an insubstantial pitance in return for their services — that was a picture of the new organizations. Their very existence was a menace to the old order of things.

The New School

What has been the transformation of the school during the last five years? It merely added the words "lay and unified") to the old sectarian name of concierges and frays. But in reality everything has been overturned. In the old school system the teacher was the only authority in the classroom, the only one who had the power to decide the fate of the students. In the new school the teacher is one of the most important workers, just as in the old school he was an important factor. The new school has more teachers, more administrative staff, more money, more books, more new ideas, more enthusiasm for education. The teachers in the state schools were among the lowest paid of Spanish officials. The lowest paid policeman received 71 pesetas per diem as compared with the teachers' 47 pesetas per month. The average salary of the post, telegraph and financial employees was 5,000 pesetas per year, while the average teacher received no more than 2,000 pesetas. 66% of the teachers, according to 1935-'36 figures, received less than 5,000 pesetas per year. Thousands of children: with schools housed in inadequate buildings, teachers receiving an insubstantial pitance in return for their services — that was a picture of the new organizations. Their very existence was a menace to the old order of things. The new school is palatial in scope, the teachers' salaries are inadequate, the textbooks are out of date, the air in the classrooms is polluted, the sun and fresh air cannot penetrate. The teachers in the state schools were among the lowest paid of Spanish officials. The lowest paid policeman received 71 pesetas per diem as compared with the teachers' 47 pesetas per month. The average salary of the post, telegraph and financial employees was 5,000 pesetas per year, while the average teacher received no more than 2,000 pesetas. 66% of the teachers, according to 1935-'36 figures, received less than 5,000 pesetas per year. Thousands of children: with schools housed in inadequate buildings, teachers receiving an insubstantial pitance in return for their services — that was a picture of the new organizations. Their very existence was a menace to the old order of things.
Comrade Trotsky and the Press

The Norwegian government, in the service of Stalinism, is preventing Leon Trotsky from defending himself. As a consequence of its decision not to allow Comrade Trotsky to take a case for slander against a communist newspaper and a fascist publication in Madrid, the Norwegian government that the measures taken against Trotsky are due to diplomatic considerations. The case for slander by government officials, might endanger the friendly relations between Norway and the Soviet Union.

Trotzy's legal advisor is questioning the legality of the decree.

The U. S. A. Strikes

We bear with the greatest sympathy the strike being carried out by the American seamen. The strike movement has reached as far as the Gulf of Mexico; we wish it every success.

Toward a Revolutionary International

The International Congress against War and Fascism and in support of the Spanish revolution ended its work on November 3rd. The question of aid for the Spanish workers was the main topic of discussion.

The 1st day Julian Gorkin of the executive committee of the P. O. U. M. gave a full report of the situation in Spain.

The war that has come from all the countries in the world, unanimously condemned to support the name of millions of workers.

Three commissions were set up: one on the Spanish revolution, one on war and fascism, and one on the Russian question.

The resolution on Spain was carried unanimously, as was that on war and fascism. Finally, the discussion of the Russian situation was tabled until the next meeting of the Congress.

We invite our readers to address questions about the Spanish revolution to our Information Bureau, care of THE SPANISH REVOLUTION, 18, Ronda de las Estafetas, Barcelona.

We shall be glad to receive any other material published in the U.S. on the Spanish question.

FORWARD TO THE WORLD REVOLUTION!

A column of 30,000 calalans

A column of 30,000 calalans of Catalonia and uninformed Anarchists, the anarcho-syndicalists; a few days before the 11th anniversary of the government of Madrid at Madrid, the C. N. T. and the F. A. I. could organize, with a few days' notice of columns of more than 100,000 men who could drive the enemy back from the Madrid fronts and through the Extremadura. Why isn't this done? Because there are insufficient arms in Catalonia and the Madrid Government in its present structure does not offer sufficient guarantees for preventing Leon Trotsky from defending himself. We know that outside Catalonia there are arms to be had.
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